Preliminaries.
A poset consists of a pair (X, P) where X is a set and P is a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation on X. The notations (x, y) £ P and x < y in P are used interchangeably. If x and y are distinct points in X and neither (x, y) nor (y, x) is in P, then we say x and y are incomparable and write xly. For convenience we will frequently A poset C for which x, y e C imply x < y or y < x is called a chain.
We denote the m element chain 0<l<2<---<M-lbyM_, A chain (X, L) is said to be linear extension of (X, P) when P CL. We also say L is a A very important example of a poset is a distributive lattice for which we have the following well-known representation theorem: A poset M is a distributive lattice iff M = 2* for some poset X. In 1950, R. P. Dilworth [4] published the following theorem giving the dimension of a distributive lattice.
Theorem 1. Dim 2.* = W(X).
In order to prove Theorem 1, Dilworth derived his famous decomposition theorem.
Theorem 2. // X is a poset and W(X) = n, then the point set X can be partitioned into n subsets C., C2, . . . , C such that the subposet determined by each C. is a chain.
Compact proofs of Theorem 2 appear in [lO] and [15] and Theorem 1 is also discussed in [ll] .
In this paper we generalize the concept of dimension for posets to obtain an extension of Theorem 1. For an integer k > 2, we define the ^-dimension of a poset X, denoted Dim^ X as the smallest positive integer t for which X C k . Clearly Dim X < Dim^ X and since kl C k + ll. we have Dimfe+1 X < DimfeX. Since there are k' points in kf, we have Dimfe X > logt|X| and since the longest chain in hl has length (k -l)t + 1, we conclude Dimfe 2 = !(m -l)/(k -l)t. It is also easy to compute Dim, n by the methods compiled by Katona [6] .
Theorem 3. Dim, X < 2 Dim,+1 X.
Proof. Suppose Dim,+. X-t and let /: X -► k+l1 be an embedding. It follows easily that g is an embedding and thus Dim, X < 2t.
In order to determine whether or not the inequality of Theorem 3 is best possible, we need the following generalization of a well-known property (see [2, problem 7, p. lOll) of dimension which we state without proof. Dimfe(2 ''x2 2x---x2 r)< Dimfe 2X.
For w -1, Wj(X) = Pj(X) = |X| for all X. It is also true that W2(X) = P2(X) for all X; in fact a more general result holds which we outline here.
For a graph H with components f/j, H2, . . . , H let S (ti) = S^jilf/^/m!. For a poset X the comparability graph of X, denoted G x, is the graph whose vertex set is the point set of X with distinct points x, y e X adjacent in Gx iff x < y or y < x in X. Clearly PJ.X) = PjGx) and WjX) = W (Gy). m X Theorem 6. WA\G) = P2iG) for all graphs.
Proof. We assume Hall's matching theorem for graphs and then proceed by induction on |X|. Now suppose G is a graph with WAG) = t and let H be a subgraph of G with components H., /i*2, ....
Hr so that H/2(G) = W A[H)
= 2r_,i|W|/2i = t. We further assume that H is chosen so that r is maximal and |r/| is minimal. Thus W2iH. -x) < W2iH.) for every i < r and every x £ H. and we may assume that H ■/= X. It is not true that W,(G) = P,(G) tor all graphs. An example of a poset X for which 'W3(X) < P3(X) is (3 + 3) + 3.
6. An extension of Dilworth's embedding theorem.
In this section we y consider the structure of 2_ in more detail in order to make an exact com- 
